
Gift idea DIY money box
Instructions No. 2193
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

Why not design personalized money boxes. These are perfect as gifts of money and for their own savings. The piggy banks are wrapped
with paper. Enjoy this relaxing paper crafting fun!

How to create a money box
Select a motif paper of your choice for crafting and cut a paper strip that completely encases the money box. 

Therefore, cut a long paper strip with a width of 7 cm (corresponds to the height of the money box), wrap it around the money box and thus easily determine
the exact length of the paper strip. With the ruler and a scalpel, this cutting certainly succeeds perfectly.

Stick a strip of double-sided tape on the top and bottom edge of the money box, remove the protective film. Stick the paper strip around the ring-pull tin.

Individual messages
Using pinking shears, cut out any shape from white paper. This can be a circle, rectangle or something crazy. Label this homemade label with your personal
message using a fineliner. This can be a congratulations, a simple statement or a motivational saying.

The label can now be attached to the can either with double-sided tape or - provided with a hole - with the help of a cord or ribbon.

Small accessories for the perfect look
Small colored tassels on a cotton cord are another decorative detail in our idea. With you, the money boxes are perfectly designed!

Article number Article name Qty
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1
130134 VBS Universal ruler 1

Article information:



132824 Hobby scalpel 1
132442-30 VBS Cutting mat "Hobby"30 x 22 x 0,3 cm 1
133050 VBS Hole puncher 1
762410 Pigma Micron case, set of 3 1
579377-01 Tassel with eyelet, 8 pieces, 15 mmMint Green 1
579377-03 Tassel with eyelet, 8 pieces, 15 mmPink 1
706667-00 Coloured paperWhite 1
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